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Relaxation of a supercritical fluid after a heat pulse in the absence of gravity effects:
Theory and experiments
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We study the response of a fluid in near-critical conditions to a heat pulse, in the absence of gravity effects.
The fluid under investigation is CO2 at critical density. It is enclosed in a thermostated sample cell. We apply
a theory that accounts for hydrodynamics and a real equation of state. Comparison with experiments performed
under reduced gravity on board the MIR orbital station show quantitative agreement and demonstrate that the
dynamics of relaxation is ruled by two typical times, a diffusion timetD and a timetc associated to adiabatic
heat transport, the so-called ‘‘Piston effect’’~PE!. Three regions are observed in the fluid. First, a hot boundary
layer, developing at the heat source, which shows large coupled density-temperature inhomogeneities. This
part relaxes by a diffusive process, whose density and temperature relaxations are slowed down close to the
critical point. Second, the bulk fluid, which remains uniform in temperature and density and whose dynamics
is accelerated near the critical point and governed by the PE time. At the thermostated walls a slightly cooler
boundary layer forms that cools the bulk also by a PE mechanism. The final equilibration in temperature and
density of the fluid is governed by the diffusion timetD , which corresponds to the slowest mechanism.
Comparison with a one-dimensional model for temperature relaxation is performed showing good agreement
with experimental temperature measurements. A brief comparison is given with the situation in the presence of
gravity. @S1063-651X~98!11704-X#

PACS number~s!: 05.70.Jk, 44.10.1i, 66.10.Cb, 64.60.Fr
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fluids are supercritical when their temperature and p
sure are above the critical point temperature and press
They exhibit a number of interesting properties~large den-
sity, low viscosity, large mass diffusivity!, which make them
intermediate between liquids and gases. In addition, t
isothermal compressibility@kT5(1/r)(]r/]p)T# becomes
very large and their thermal diffusivity@DT5l/(rCp)# goes
to zero when they approach the critical point.

The use of supercritical fluids under conditions of reduc
gravity, e.g., for the storage of cryogenic propellants, h
raised a number of fundamental questions concerning
and mass transport phenomena when gravity-driven con
tions are suppressed. We address in the following the si
tion where a source of heat is located in the fluid@1,2#. This
arrangement minimizes the time constant and is a cur
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means used for pressurizing fluid reservoirs. We analyze
periments performed earlier under reduced gravity on bo
the MIR station@3,4# in the light of recent theoretical ap
proaches@5–13#.

A. Heat transport by the piston effect

The transport of heat in dense pure fluids classically
volves the mechanisms of convection, diffusion, and rad
tion. Recently @1,2,5–23#, the understanding of therma
equilibration of a pure fluid near its gas-liquid critical poi
~CP! has evidenced a fourth mechanism, the so-called ‘‘p
ton effect’’ ~PE!. This effect originates from the high com
pressibility of the critical fluid.

A numerical simulation of the Navier-Stokes equatio
for a one-dimensional~1D! van der Waals gas@13# reveals
the basic physical mechanisms giving rise to the PE. W
homogeneous bulk fluid enclosed in a two-wall sample c
is suddenly heated from one wall, a diffusive thermal boun
ary fluid layer~thicknessd! is formed at the wall-fluid inter-
face. Here we consider a fluid sample of unit area and u
mass whereL is the characteristic fluid dimension~distance
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TABLE I. Thermal parameters for CO2 calculated at various experimental temperatures. The temper
dependence of the pressure along the critical isochore is considered linear~see column 2!.

Ti2Tc
a

~K!
(]p/]T)r

(MPa K21)
(]p/]r)T

(N m kg21)
Cv

(J kg21 K21)
g0 DT

(m2 s21)
tD

b

~s!
t0

b

~s!
tc

b

~s!

16.8 0.17 7340.9 1081 6.6 1.8331028 123 3.92 3.4
15.9 6882.4 1090 6.9 1.7531028 129 3.71 3.3
0.8 194.2 1740 120.7 1.6231029 1389 0.097 0.095
0.6 136.9 1812 164.7 1.3331029 1692 0.0631 0.0627
0.4 83.6 1923 252.3 9.95310210 2261 0.0358 0.0357
0.2 36.0 2140 525.5 5.93310210 3794 0.0138 0.0138

aCO2 critical parameters:Tc5304.13 K, pc57.376 MPa,rc5467.8 kg m23.
bCharacteristic times calculated using the valueL51.5 mm as estimated from Eq.~14!.
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cell
between the two walls!. Due to the high compressibility o
the bulk, the fluid layer expands and acts as a piston, ge
ating an acoustic wave that propagates in the bulk and th
reflected on the second wall enclosing the fluid. Therm
conversion of this pressure wave is, in turn, able to heat
fluid in an adiabatic way. As a result, a spatially unifor
heating of the bulk fluid is detected after a few acoustic tim
ta5L/c ~c is the sound velocity in the fluid!. During re-
peated travels of the pressure wave within the fluid, the b
temperature progressively grows to reach thermal equ
rium. An additional result inferred from a recent asympto
analysis of the PE@13# shows that the fluid velocity pro
duced by the expansion of the hot boundary layer reache
maximum value at the edge of the layer. This value is p
portional to the heat power~per unit surface! sent at the wall.
The true PE driving force is this velocity that induces t
compression of the bulk fluid by a small transfer of matt
The boundary layer thus acts as a converter that transfo
its thermal energy into kinetic energy by adiabatic fluid m
tion. The effect of an energy source, as provided by conti
ous heating in the fluid, is then markedly different from th
of a temperature step at the sample wall, where the h
power decreases with time as the fluid equilibrates.

As initially discussed by Onuki and Ferrell@6,9#, the first
characteristic time scale for the PE is the time scale (t0) to
transfer from the boundary layer an energy amount@Eb(t
'0) in J m22# able to adiabatically heat the remaining~bulk!
fluid ~size L2d'L! at the temperature levelDTb(t'0)
'@Eb(t'0)/L#/Cv . Cv ~in J m23 K21! is the specific hea
at constant volume. Due to propagating pressure wa
within the cell when the PE is active, the energy trans
occurs on an acoustic time scale, i.e. practically instan
neously (t'0) when compared tot0 . Temperature equili-
bration is obtained when the boundary layer tempera
@EBL(t)/d#/Cp ~with Cp the specific heat at constant pre
sure in J m23 K21! reachesDTb(t'0), i.e., when the time-
dependent energyEBL(t), which has diffused into the bound
ary layer duringt0 , has reachedEb(t'0). One then infers
@Eb(t'0)/d#/Cp'@Eb(t'0)/L#/Cv and d'L/g0 , with
g05Cp /Cv . A more refined treatment@9,11# gives d
5L/(g021). The value oft0 can readily be written ast0
5d2/DT , whereDT is the thermal diffusivity of the fluid.

The second and longer characteristic time scale is the
fusion timetD on the length scaleL, that is,

tD5L2/DT . ~1!
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tD and t0 are then related through

t05
tD

~g021!2 . ~2!

A striking result is the critical speeding up of the PE wh
going closer to the CP@1,17–19#. As a matter of fact, nea
Tc , g0 diverges and bothd and t0 go to zero althoughtD
goes to infinity. This result represents an enormous reduc
in the time required by the supercritical fluid to come clo
to the temperature equilibrium~see Table I!. The fluid inho-
mogeneities, however, continue to relax diffusive
@2,13,16#, which makes final equilibration determined by th
diffusion time scale.

B. Experimental limitations

Although the isothermal compressibility of a perfect g
can also be very large, adiabatic fluid motion can never th
malize such a gas faster than heat diffusion@5,23#. On the
contrary, near the CP, adiabatic fluid motion can beco
more efficient than diffusion and give birth to the mechani
of the PE. That is why nearly all the experiments have be
performed very close to the CP, in most cases within a f
mK @1,16,18–20,22#. In addition to the difficulties of com-
paring a one-dimensional~1D! model to real experiments
most of the studies suffer from complications, listed belo
that can make the results difficult to analyze.

~i! The PE is difficult to study on Earth. Fluids in th
vicinity of the CP are extremely unstable to even minu
temperature gradients as a consequence of the Rayleigh
Grashof numbers, which become extremely large near
CP @24#. Gravity-driven convections destroy the therm
boundary layer around the heating point and induce m
flow to the upper cell wall. The relative contribution of th
different processes involved is very difficult to estimate@16–
18#. To be unambiguous, the determination of the PE dyna
ics should then be carried out under reduced gravity.

~ii ! When experiments are performed under reduced g
ity, they reveal other problems. One is the cell homogeni
tion very near the CP, which is difficult to attain during th
available experimental times@16,17#. In effect, the inhomo-
geneities in density, as those resulting from the PE its
relax diffusively @1,2,13,16,17#.

~iii ! The dynamics of the PE is sometimes difficult
analyze because the temperature and heat flux at the
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walls are not well defined@17#. An ideal temperature step i
quite difficult to fulfill when considering the large values
equilibration times in the materials classically used~1–10 s!
@16,17# compared to the characteristic times of the pheno
enon.

As a result, most of the reported observations rem
qualitative in nature@14–16,22,25#. In order to circumvent
the above problems, we have carried out experiments u
weightlessness~using the ALICE instrument on board th
MIR Station @3,4#!; we have introduced a heat source
using a small thermistor directly immersed in the fluid. Se
ond, we have studied the PE at temperature not very clos
the CP in order to adjust the characteristic time scales to
experimental constraints.

Previously@1,2# we have analyzed the fluid evolution un
der continuous heating by a thermistor. Liquid, gas, and c
cal densities have been investigated. They all follow
same scaled, universal behavior. A hot boundary la
~HBL! develops diffusively with a thickness that scales ad
andt0 but grows as (time)2/3. This deviation from a classica
diffusive expansion inAt corresponds to a transient regim
due to the finite size of the heat source@26,27#. Associated to
the development of the HBL, the remaining fluid~bulk! un-
dergoes a simultaneous uniform density and temperature
crease due to the PE.

In the present paper we investigate the temperature
density relaxation after a 480 ms heat pulse as provided
thermistor. Our main results are in agreement with the ab
vision of a HBL, which diffuses and acts as a piston to u
formly heat the remaining bulk fluid. At the same time, sin
the cell walls are kept at a constant temperature, a com
mentary cold boundary layer~CBL! develops at the cell-fluid
border and uniformly cools the fluid to restore progressiv
the initial temperature. Diffusion remains the only mech
nism by which density inhomogeneities can relax and
fluid eventually reaches complete homogenization.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discus
1D model. Section III is devoted to the experimental set
Section IV reports the main observation on Earth and de
with the analysis of the microgravity results. Section V
devoted to the comparison of data with the model. Two
pendices are added. In Appendix A, we summarize the d
vations of the expressions concerning Sec. II presenting
model. Appendix B gives the heat pulse characteristics us
the thermistor self-heating mode.

II. THE 1D MODEL

The 1D model as developed in@13# for a van der Waals
gas is extended here to a real equation of state. This ada
tion is summarized in Appendix A. Detailed calculations c
be found in the referenced paper.

The space variable isx with L being the fluid thickness
The sample is initially at equilibrium temperatureTi and
pressurepi on the critical isochore~density r5rc! in the
vicinity of the CP (Ti>Tc). At time t50, a heat fluxP(t) is
sent from the cell wall atx50 during the total heating perio
DtH . The temperature regulation of the cell wall atx5L
corresponds to the conditionT(x5L,t)5Ti . The fluid is
described by a linearized equation of state and its beha
obeys the 1D compressible unsteady Navier-Stokes e
-
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tions for Newtonian fluids. The system of equations is solv
analytically by a method of singular perturbations~the
method of matched asymptotic expansions!.

As heat is sent into the fluid, a hot boundary layer~HBL!
develops at thex50 wall where the fluid expands because
its large compressibility. Here density becomesr,rc . This
expansion induces a compression of the bulk, which in t
causes temperature and density to rise. At the same tim
cold boundary layer~CBL! diffuses from thex5L wall,
where the fluid contracts, i.e., density becomesr.rc . The
contraction causes an expansion of the bulk and reduces
bulk temperature. The behavior of the fluid is the result
these two competing processes, heating by HBL and coo
by CBL. The typical sequences are schematized on Fig
where the notation is defined. In particular, we denote
bulk the fluid region, which does not include theboundary
layers. It is clear that the spatiotemporal variations of t
physical parameters~temperature and density! must be ob-
served over the whole sample for a complete understan
of the PE.

There is no limitation regarding the heat pulse durat
(DtH) with respect to the PE characteristic time. There
only one limitation in the model:DtH has to be short com
pared to the longest time scale, the diffusive time. Beca
the diffusive time goes to infinity atTc while the PE time
goes to zero, it is then always possible to analyze corre
the PE dynamics, e.g., by choosing the proper tempera
distance fromTc .

A. Thermalization by a heat pulse

In @13#, we have considered the response of a fluid a
heating and cooling. Various pulse profilesP(t) are applied
at the wall atx50. The temperature response in the bu
(Tb) is found under the form of a convolution product~^! of
P(t) by a functionF(t),

Tb~ t !2Ti5S P~ t !

mcv
D ^ F~ t !, ~3!

FIG. 1. Schematic behavior of the density (r2rc) and tempera-
ture (T2Ti) relaxation in a 1D cell model after a heat pulse pe
formed at thex50 wall. Time is referenced to the beginning of th
pulse~curves labeled 0!. Heat pulse duration (DtH) corresponds to
the time where the heat flux at the wall differs from zero and, at
5DtH , DTbulk reaches a maximum.
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wherem is the total mass of the fluid. In Eq.~3!, the function
F(t) is

F~ t !5expS t

tc
DerfcS t

tc
D 1/2

. ~4!

where the PE dynamics appears to be ruled by the chara
istic time tc :

tc5t0~121/g0!. ~5!

In Eq. ~3!, the convolution product reflects precisely the fa
that DtH can be of ordertc as mentioned above. Then th
function F(t) can be considered as the impulse response
the PE. Sinceg0 goes to infinity atTc , tc differs from t0
only far from Tc ~see Sec. 2.4!.

An interesting feature of Eq.~3! is the fact that at values
of t much larger thanDtH , Tb2Ti tends to behave likeF(t)
regardless of the time history ofP(t). This is illustrated in
Fig. 2, whereTb2Ti is calculated for three different hea
fluxes P(t) of same total energyQ, the energy effectively
transmitted to the fluid at the end of the heat pulset5DtH
~the numerical values are justified below, Secs. II C a
II D !. The curves representing the bulk temperature mod
cations tend to merge after 10 s. This property will be
great help when we try to adapt the model to the experim
tal pulse~see Sec. V!.

In the same way that we found the impulse response
the bulk temperature, it is possible to find the impulse
sponse of any thermodynamic parameters of the system
all locationsx. For instance, the temperature at the hot w
THW(x50,t) can be expressed as

THW5Tb~ t !1S P~ t !

LrccpSHW
D ^ H~ t !, ~6!

whereSHW is the hot wall surface area. The functionH(t) is

FIG. 2. ~a! Three schematic power profiles for heat pulses of
same total energy~8.1 mJ! sent at the boundaryx50. 1: Dirac
function ~instantaneous heat pulse corresponding to the Ferrell
Hao model!; 2 and 3: finite duration heat pulses; pulse 3 cor
sponds to the model of the true experimental heat pulse obta
from the 480 ms electrical excitation of the TH1 thermistor~see text
and Appendix B!. ~b! Temperature variations of the bulk,Tb2Ti ,
~lower curves! and of the hot wall,THW2Ti ~upper curves! vs time.
solid lines: pulse 1; dashed lines; pulse 2; dotted lines: pulse 3
er-
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H~ t !5
1

Ap
S tD

t D 1/2

. ~7!

The result that time scales with the diffusive timetD in
the function H(t) reflects the diffusive character of th
boundary layer. For a similar analysis as above, Fig. 2~b!
gives the temperature variations of the hot wall correspo
ing to the three different heat pulse profiles of the Fig. 2~a!.
The curves tend to merge after a few seconds.

Another interesting result of this model is concerned w
the fluid velocity uHBL reaching its maximum value at th
HBL border given by the following equations:

uHBL5
1

Tc
S ]T

]pD
r

P~ t !

SHW
>

P~ t !

7pcSHW
, ~8!

where we have used the approximation (]T/]p)r>Tc/7pc
~see Table I!. This supports the image of a piston since t
velocity is proportional to the heat flux per unit surface se
into the fluid. Heating by PE is thus only effective as long
P(t) differs from zero, i.e., only duringDtH .

Equation~8! is also valid for the CBL. The correspondin
velocity uCBL is proportional to the heat flux through the co
wall ~CW, surface areaSCW!. But here cooling by PE re-
mains effective as long asTb(t)2Ti differs from zero, e.g.,
during the whole relaxation period, of ordertD .

B. Energy yield and efficiency

Although the bulk temperature behavior is the result
competition between heating and cooling effects, it is p
sible to calculate the energy balance resulting only from
heating PE, the equations being linearized. This correspo
to considering the cold wall as adiabatic duringDtH .

At any time during heating, the energy that is sent into
fluid E(t) is split into energy in the HBL and energyDE(t)
in the bulk. The ratioz5DE(t)/E(t) is the PE energy effi-
ciency and can be calculated from the model knowing
temperature and density profiles in the cell at all times~see
Appendix A!. The resulting energy balance between the b
and the hot boundary layer leads to the following result:

z5
DE~ t !

E~ t !
>

pi

Ti
S ]T

]pD
r

. ~9!

The yieldz is time independent. It varies only slightly wit
(Ti2Tc). For a van der Waals fluid,

z51/4. ~10!

For real fluids where (]T/]p)r>Tc/7pc ~see above and
Table I!,

z;1/7. ~11!

This energy efficiency is low, which means that most of t
energy remains stored in the boundary layer.

Simultaneously, the cold boundary layer slowly develo
and induces cooling with the same energy efficiencyz
5DE8(t)/E8(t) ~the prime denotes the energies involved
the cooling process!. Therefore, the total energyDEb(t) in
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the bulk is then the balance between the energy transfe
by PE from the hot wall,DE(t), and the energy lost by PE a
the cold wall,DE8(t). The energy effectively transmitted t
the bulkDEb(t) reads as

DEb~ t !5DE~ t !2DE8~ t !5z@E~ t !2E8~ t !#. ~12!

The remaining energy is stored in the boundary layers.
Note that, at any time and according to Eq.~3!, the first-

order bulk temperature is

DTb~ t !5
E~ t !2E8~ t !

mcv
, ~13!

whereE(t)2E8(t) is the total amount of energy stored
the fluid at timet. DTb(t) is precisely the temperature th
would have been reached if all this energy had diffused i
the bulk. As far as temperature equilibration is concern
the PE is thus very efficient. This remark seems to be p
doxical with the fact that the energy efficiency is low, wi
only z'1/7 of the total energy sent into the bulk. This can
explained by the fact that the internal energy of a ne
critical fluid significantly depends on density; here the bu
density is changed precisely by the small flux of matter at
HBL border @see Eq.~8!#.

C. Adaptation of the length scales to a 3D experiment

WhenP(t) is known, the estimation of the length scaleL
is critical for a correct adaptation of the 1D model to expe
ments. The determination of this length is guided by vario
criteria. There are, however, some ambiguities when con
ering a real, 3D sample. For instance,L can be the distance
between the heat source and the closest wall, orL can be the
cell diameter, etc.

A dimensional analogy can be adopted. The heat flux
the cold wall~cooling! depends on the wall area,SCW. For
the case of the cooling relaxation which must be the rem
ing slower mechanism fort.DtH , the correct dimensiona
analogy between the 1D model and the experiment ens
the same ratio between the volume of fluid to be cooled
the area of the cold wall. We find as a characteristic leng

L5~cell volume!/~cold wall area!51.5 mm. ~14!

The numerical value is inferred from the cell dimensio
given below~see Sec. III A!. In the following we will adopt
this value, a choice that will be justified when comparing t
model to the experimental data~see Sec. V A 2!.

Note that this definition of the characteristic length lea
to a slight modification of the model when the HW and C
areas are different as is the case in this experiment.
linear approximation the amplitudes of local temperature
density in the hot boundary layer have to be magnified by
ratio SCW/SHW>80 ~see Sec. III A!. In the 1D model,
SCW/SHW51. This peculiar result is detailed below in ou
analysis of the HBL relaxation~see Sec. V B 1!.

D. Comparison with the Ferrell and Hao model „Ref. †11‡…

Ferrell and Hao have considered the cooling of an ad
batic fluid after a Dirac function pulse,P(t)5Qd(t). They
found for the bulk temperature evolution@9,10#,
ed
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Tb~ t !2Ti5S Q

mcv
DFHT~ t !, ~15!

where

FHT~ t !5expS t

t0
DerfcS t

t0
D 1/2

. ~16!

Equation~16! can be compared to Eq.~4! where tc is re-
placed byt0 . The Ferrell and Hao model corresponds to t
impulse response of our model, when the heat pulse dura
is much shorter than the time scale of the PE. We note
the approach in@11# does not give the temperature behav
in the boundary layer since the initial value of this tempe
ture ~at t50! should theoretically be infinite for a Dirac hea
pulse (DTH50). In Fig. 2~b! are reported the illustrative
results forTb(t)2Ti calculated using Eqs.~15! and~16! and
for Tb(t)2Ti calculated using our Eqs.~3! and~4! when the
heat pulse profiles are of finite duration@see the Fig. 2~a!
where three schematic profiles are used for the same
energyQ58.1 mJ#. As a consequence of the basic diffe
ences enclosed on each of these theoretical approaches
the long-time behavior (t@DtH) of the cooling relaxation
collapses on the same single curve.

Both models are linear to first order and become equi
lent when the CP is approached. In particular, we obtain
same asymptotic solution for the characteristic time of
PE ~tc.t0 nearTc!. Far from Tc , the small difference be-
tween the two characteristic times@see Eq.~4!# originates
from the slightly different approximation made in the tw
models.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Some aspects of the experimental setup are given in@1#.
Since this work deals with the study of various time scal
we report here additional details concerning the geometr
arrangement and the characteristic thermal responses o
different containers. In addition, we try to give the mo
representative description of the energy sent into the flui

A. The cell unit

The experimental cell is filled with CO2 ~air liquide, of
purity better than 99.998%! at a critical density of
467.9 kg m23 with an accuracy better than 0.1%. The CuB
cell @Fig. 3~a!# is a parallelepipedic block of external dimen
sions 17324327 mm made of copper-beryllium alloy. Th
fluid is enclosed in a cylinder of 11.6 mm diameter and 6
mm thickness~hereafter denotede! closed at each end b
sapphire windows.

The cell is mounted in a sample cell unit~SCU! made of
electrolytic copper. The cell is located close to the SCU c
ter of symmetry. The SCU is a cylinder~60 mm external
diameter, 115 mm long!, which can be cooled and heated b
means of Peltier elements located at its top and bottom.
SCU is the central part of a high precision thermostat wh
temperature stability is better than 50mK and temperature
gradients are less than 100mK cm21. The temperature is
controlled and measured by two stabilized thermistors mo
no. YSI 44900 from Yellow Springs Instrument Co. On
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thermistor, hereafter called YSI-M, is located close to
fluid cell and is used to determine the cell temperature. T
other thermistor is close to the bottom Peltier elements an
used for temperature control.

B. Bulk density measurements

The cell is a part of a Twyman-Green interferometer
cated in the SCU@Fig. 3~b!#. The interference patterns ar
detected by a charge-coupled device~CCD! video camera
working at 25 frames s21. The interference pattern provide
quantitative measurements of the fluid refractive index a
thus of its density. At each equilibrium temperature, the p
tern in the sample cell exhibits about 40 parallel strai
fringes corresponding to a homogeneous density within
pattern. A reference pattern is given on Fig. 4~a! ~for Ti
5Tc116.8 K! and schematized on Fig. 4~b! for practical
analysis. The variationd f of the fringe number is related t
the fluid thicknesse, the refractive index variationdn and
the light wavelength (l5633 nm) through

d f l52edn. ~17!

Density changes in the fluid result in a local refractive ind
variation and fringes are shifted and/or distorted. By us
the Lorentz-Lorenz relationship

n221

n212

1

r
5const, ~18!

which connects refractive indexn and density, it is possible
to infer the relative density variation per fringe shift

Dr

r
>

l

2~n21!e
d f '0.04% per fringe ~19!

@in Eqs. ~18! and ~19! we have used the critical valuenc
.1.108 for the refractive index; the bulk mean density
assumed close to the critical density#. This shift is then
counted as the number of fringes that cross a reference
parallel to the initial fringe orientation. The sign~1 or 2! of
the density variation can be inferred from the direction~left
or right! of the pattern’s shifting, as will be shown later o
Fig. 7 ~heating pulse case! and Fig. 11~continuous heating

FIG. 3. Experimental setup used for the study of the therm
relaxation in supercritical fluids.~a! Interferometric fluid cell.~b!
Twyman-Green interferometer.
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case@1#!. See also the schematic representations of the in
ferometric images of the cell given on Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!.

C. Fluid temperature measurements

The thermistors TH1~the heat source! and TH2~the bulk
temperature measurement! are directly immersed in the fluid
at equal distance from the two windows. The separation
tance between their centers~4.6 mm! compares well with the
thermistor-wall distance~3.5 mm!.

l

FIG. 4. ~a! Interferometric view of the critical sample cell a
equilibrium temperatureTi5Tc116.8 K. The fringes are paralle
lines. ~b! Schematic presentation of the interferometric view
equilibrium with an arbitrary reference line parallel to the fringe
~c! Same as~b! during the heat pulse performed by the TH1 the
mistor~see Figs. 7 and 11!; in the selected areas~labeled Bulk, TH1
HBL, LWHBL, and CBL! we observe a shift or distorsion of th
fringe pattern. These pattern modifications from the direction of
reference line~left or right! are related to the sign~1 or 2, respec-
tively! of the relative density changes from the critical density.
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TABLE II. Thermal parameters for the various containers involved in the temperature relaxation of the experimental cell. Time c
tR,X are evaluated for the spherical geometry of theX containers except in the lead wires cases~* ! ~see text!.

X part
Geometry
~material!

Dimensions
Volume

(m3)
Fsphere

~m!
Density

(kg m23)
Effective mass

~kg!
CP

(J kg21 K21)
DT

(m2 s21)

tR,X

>(f/2p)2DT
21

~s!

SCU f3H (mm2)
Cylinder 603115 72.031023 8950 2.5 385 1,131024 1.2
~Electrolytic copper! 32531026

Cell L313H (mm3)
Parallelipedic 27317324 21.831023 8200 7431023 419 0.3431024 0.35
~Cu-Be alloy! 1131026

Windows f3H (mm2)
Cylinder 11.638.5(32) 10.331023 3986 ~7.131023! 800 0.1231024 0.22
~Sapphire! 1.831026

Thermistors f ~mm!

Sphere 0.9(32) 0.931023 5200 231026 750 0.2631026 0.079
~Zirconia! 0.3831029

Lead wires f3H (mm2) (>2H) ~* !

Cylinder 0.135.25(32) ~11–16!31023 21400 1.831026 134 0.2431024 1–2 ~* !

~Platinum alloy! 82.5310212
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The thermistors are identical~THERMOMETRICS, B35
PB 103 F-A, 100 ms time constant, 35 mW maximum pow
rating!. They are nearly spherical in shape with 0.9 mm
ameter. The thermistor is sealed on thin wires of platin
alloy and the whole is encapsulated in a shock resistant g
coating.

Temperature measurements have been performed ar
Tc116 K andTc10.5 K in a 2-K range, within a resolution
of a few mK and a sampling rate of 25 or 0.1 s21. Tempera-
ture data cannot be obtained while TH1 is activated for he
ing.

Each thermistor in the measurement mode is supp
with a 500 mV regulated voltage; the dissipated power
mains generally lower than 4.5mW, a value obtained when
the higher sampling rate acquisition is used in theTc
116 K temperature range. From the technical data provi
by the supplier, the corresponding maximum temperature
evation can be estimated to be around 3 mK. This value
been indirectly confirmed by a careful analysis of the te
perature measurements~see Secs. IV D and V B 1!, and has
therefore been subtracted from the values measured a
maximum sampling rate~the average power is of order o
231022 mW at the lower sampling rate; no temperatu
correction has been needed in this case!.

D. Thermal characteristics of the container

A representation of the SCU as an ensemble of sphe
containers showing the same volume to surface ratio p
vides characteristic lengths whose values are listed in T
II ~this practical analogy is suggested from the near sphe
shape of the internal heating thermistor!. The typical thermal
responsetR,X of a container part labeledX corresponds to the
attainment of 63% of the final equilibrium temperature. T
tR,X are listed in Table II. Note that these values differ fro
the 1D diffusive timestD,X by a factorp22. We shall make
the following three remarks.
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~i! In order to reduce the thermal time constants of the c
and of the thermostat, the cell body is made of copper be
lium alloy and the windows of sapphire, which leads
tR,cell'1 s. The condition necessary to study the dynamics
cooling (tc.tR,cell) is fulfilled for T2Tc.1 K ~Table I!.

~ii ! The thermal response of the lead wires~LW! enters
into the dynamics of pulse heating. The leads couple
thermistor, where heat is produced, to the SCU, whose t
perature is stabilized. The analogy with a spherical probl
is not relevant anymore. The length scale reported in Tab
corresponds to the distance between the thermistor and
external surface of the cell. The corresponding time cons
is tR,LW'2 s.

~iii ! The thermal time response of the SCU is compara
to the cell response~Table I!. The central location of the cel
in the SCU ensures thermal equivalence between the Pe
elements when they react from the heat production in
cell. We note that the temperature of the cell, as measure
YSI-M, exhibits a time constant of 2 s comparable to the
SCU thermal time.

From the above analysis, it is possible to infer a char
teristic time tYSI>261 s, at which a modification of the
fluid temperature can be detected at the YSI-M level.

E. Heat pulse characteristics

When thermistor TH1 is used as a heater, a stabili
voltage of 10 V is delivered duringDtelec5480 ms through a
temperature stabilized resistor of 274V in series with the
thermistor. The dissipated power is a function of the th
mistor resistance, which itself is a function of the local te
perature. The power produced inside the thermistor is thu
function of time and of the temperature distance fromTc .
The typical range is 5–35 mW depending on the self-hea
mode of the thermistor unit.

Since experimental information cannot be obtained
Earth where the thermal exchange is modified by convec
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during Dtelec ~see below Sec. IV A!, we had to develop a
model to describe the TH1 behavior. This model is repor
in Appendix B where a schematic representation of the
ergy partition is given in the Fig. 15. It appears that on
50% of the total energy which is produced duringDtelec in
the thermistor core is transferred in the HBL around the th
mistor. The remaining energy is lost by solid conducti
through the lead wires~during the timetR,LW!. Then it is
more realistic to admit that TH1 can heat the fluid during
effective heat pulse durationDtH'Dtelec1tR,LW'2.5 s. De-
tails of the power evolution during this effective heating p
riod are given in the Appendix B.

IV. RESULTS

A. Heat pulse under Earth’s gravity

For the sake of comparison with the microgravity expe
ments, we analyze in the following the fluid evolution und
the influence of Earth’s gravity (1g) ~see Fig. 5!.

When t,Dtelec @Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#, a plume develops
within 100 ms after the beginning of the pulse. This value
of the order of the thermistor time constant. The energy p
duced during that time is as low as 2 mJ. Convection set
in the fluid during the electrical excitation, extends along
lead wires, and prevents any stable thermal boundary la
from forming around the thermistor@Fig. 5~b!#.

When t>Dtelec, convection stops@see Fig. 5~c!# and the
fluid cell relaxes to equilibrium@see Fig. 5~d!#. The tempera-
ture relaxation at TH1 is reported in Fig. 6 at two typic
temperature differences from the CP~Tc116.8 K and Tc
10.2 K!. The temperature after the electric pulse atTc
116.8 K ~5 K, extrapolated to 480 ms, see Fig. 6! is approxi-
mately 2 times larger than atTc10.2 K ~2.5 K, extrapolated
to 480 ms!. It is the same ratio in electric power as calculat
from the resistance values @RTH1(Ti5Tc10.2 K)
'2 RTH1(Ti5Tc116.8 K)#. The temperature relaxation i
faster as one approachesTc .

On Earth, the gravitational flow therefore deeply modifi
the heat transfers. In addition to the expected PE, the
relaxation of TH1 is associated with the viscous relaxation
convective flows, which also increase the heat flux betw
the thermistor and the thermostat to lower the HBL tempe
ture.

In contrast to TH1, the temperature modification in t
bulk is too small to be detected by TH2 and in the SCU
YSI-M. The fringe pattern is disturbed only by the plum
and recovers equilibrium a few seconds afterDtelec.

B. Interferometric observations under microgravity

The evolution of a typical pattern atTc116.8 K andTc
1800 mK under reduced gravity is reported in Fig. 7. The
different videoprints correspond to the schematic drawi
given in Fig. 8 where selected areas are defined in Fig. 4~c!.
Time is relative to the beginning of the pulse.

When t,DtH ~heating period!, a HBL develops around
the thermistor@TH1 HBL area in Fig. 4~c!# whose character
istics are discussed in@1#. We recall the main features of th
phenomenon. The layer appears as a black region, ne
spherical in shape, which shows a well-defined border@Figs.
7~a! and 7~a8!#. The fact that the HBL is optically dark is th
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result of large density gradients associated with large te
perature gradients~the pressure is spatially uniform at th
time scale!. In Fig. 7~a! one notes the progressive extensi
of the dark region along the leads axis@LWHBL area in Fig.
4~c!#, corresponding to heat conduction through the le
wires between TH1 and the SCU.

A striking observation is the simultaneous shift und
weightlessness of the whole fringe pattern, with the fring
remaining straight and parallel as indicated in the schem
drawing in Fig. 8. This bulk phenomenon, which coincid

FIG. 5. Heat pulse at the equilibrium temperatureTi5Tc

116.8 K under terrestrial gravity acceleration (1g). Gravity is di-
rected downwards.~a! t580 ms after the beginning of the pulse,~b!
t5360 ms, ~c! t51 s, and~d! t54 s. Note that the convective
plume clearly develops att>120 ms after the beginning of th
pulse. At t54 s, no significant density inhomogeneities could
noticed, which indicates a fast relaxation process.
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with the growth of the HBL, is the signature of the PE@1#. It
corresponds to a spatially uniform density change through
the entire cell. During the heating period, the pattern shifts
the left, corresponding to a uniform density increase@see Fig.
4~c!#. The process is inverted during the cooling period.

When t.DtH ~cooling period!, the HBL continues to de-
velop but at the same time it fades out so that the frin
reappear@see Figs. 7~b!–7~d!, 7~b8!–7~d8!#. The bulk pattern
slowly returns to equilibrium~parallel fringes!. This relax-
ation mechanism lasts at least 100 s and appears as the
est time scale of the phenomenon. The longer relaxation t
for equilibration of the cell atTc1800 mK with respect to
Tc116.8 K is a consequence of the critical slowing down

In the following we detail the first few seconds after t
end of the electrical excitation.

~i! The HBL around TH1. This HBL evolution is similar
at all temperatures with a kinetics that slows down wh
approachingTc . The layer still expands during the coolin
period while simultaneously fading out@Figs. 7~c!–7~d! and
7~c8!–7~d8!#.

In order to quantify the extension of the HBL, a simul
tion of the interferometric fringe pattern as a 2D Gauss
distributed density inhomogeneities within a uniform m
dium has been made@2# ~see Fig. 9!. Density inhomogene-
ities of the order of 1% lower the fringe spacing by a fac
of 4 and practically suppress the fringe visibility. We th
define the HBL border as the location of the last distor
fringe. We note the right distortion of the fringes from th
direction of the reference line, which reflects the local de
sity decrease within the hot boundary layer@see Figs. 7~c!,
7~d!, and 8~h!#.

We report in Fig. 10 the HBL thicknessdHBL5(d
2d0)/2 as a function of time, whered0 andd are the ther-
mistor and HBL diameters, respectively. The HBL diame
is measured atTc116.8 K andTc1400 mK along an axis

FIG. 6. Temperature relaxation of the heating thermistor TH1
different equilibrium temperatures after a heat pulse~480 ms elec-
trical excitation! under 1g and microgravity conditions. AtTi5Tc

116.8 K, the temperature measurements at short times are lim
by the technically available temperature range~see text!. Upper
part: time reference for the videoprint sequences given on F
5~a!–5~d! ~1g conditions atTi5Tc116.8 K!, in Figs. 7~a!–7~d!
~microgravity conditions at Ti5Tc116.8 K!, and in Figs.
7~a8!–7~d8! ~microgravity conditions atTi5Tc1800 mK!.
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perpendicular to the lead wire where its perturbative role
minimized. The effective time exponent of thedHBL growth
law can be determined, whose value is close to1

2 . A numeri-
cal simulation as in@1,27# demonstrates scaling bytD ~see
Fig. 10!.

~ii ! The HBL along the leads.This HBL along the leads
rapidly vanishes in a time nearly independent ofTi @Figs.
8~b!–8~c!, 8~b8!–8~c8!#. This phenomenon is due to the he
losses by conduction along the leads. We do not ana
further the corresponding behavior, which can be conside
as a complicated perturbative effect.

~iii ! The bulk. During the cooling period the fringe pat
tern slowly returns to its initial position, with the fringe
remaining straight and parallel. This reverse translation
the pattern shows that the bulk density uniformly comes b
to its initial value and demonstrates the existence of a co
ing PE. The typical evolution is of order of tens of secon

The inversion in the fringe shift occurs after a time
order of 3 s, which corresponds approximately to the hea
time DtH estimated above. The temperature measuremen
the bulk (Tb5TTH2) confirm this interferometric observatio
~see Sec. IV D!.

~iv! The CBL at the cell wall. We show in Fig. 11 the
formation of a CBL under continuous heating@1#. These fig-
ures are clear justification for the schematic representa
made in Fig. 4~c!. CBL is evidenced by the bending of th
fringes at the cell wall while fringes in the bulk rema
straight. In contrast to the HBL observation, we note here
left bending of the fringes from the reference line whi
reflects the increase in density within the CBL. But with o
present short pulse, such a layer is difficult to observe as
corresponding density gradient and thickness are very sm
moreover, the layer thickness increases while the den
gradient decreases with time.

C. Temperature behavior within the HBL

The temperature relaxation of the heating thermistor T
is measured at different temperatures fromTc116.8 K to
Tc10.2 K. We have reported in Fig. 6 a log-log plot of
TTH1-Ti as a function of time for three typical temperatu
differences from Tc (Tc116.8 K, Tc1800 mK, and Tc
1200 mK!. When going closer to the CP, the TH1 tempe
ture noticeably decreases~as in the terrestrial observation
although with a different time relaxation!.

Two factors are responsible for the lowering of the HB
temperature produced by a constant energy heat pulse:
the divergence ofCP , which enables the HBL to store mor
energy; secondly, the critical enhancement of the ther
conductivity l, which favors the energy transfer from th
thermistor into the fluid.

D. Temperature behavior in the bulk fluid

We mainly refer to the bulk temperature evolution atTc
116.8 K @see Figs. 12~a!–12~c!# as measured by TH2,Tb
5TTH2 ~corrected att,60 s by 3 mK due to the thermisto
self-heating!. Time is counted at the beginning of the he
pulse.

After the electrical pulse has stopped, the temperature
increases. A maximum is reached at about 3 s@see Fig.
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5674 57Y. GARRABOSet al.
FIG. 7. Time sequence of the density inhomogeneity relaxation after a 480 ms heat pulse~microgravity conditions!. Notice the hot
boundary layer@TH1 HBL in Fig. 4~c!#, which forms around the upper heating thermistor~the black region increase around TH1!. Also
notice the fading out of this boundary layer and the reappearance of distorted fringes as time proceeds. Left: Initial fluid tempeTi

5Tc116.8 K: ~a! 480 ms after the beginning of the heat pulse;~b! 3 s; ~c! 8 s; and~d! 12 s; right: initial fluid temperatureTi5Tc

1800 mK: ~a8! 480 ms after the beginning of the heat pulse,~b8! 18 s,~c8! 55 s, and~d8! 86 s. Time comparison of the relaxation proce
of the HBL density inhomogeneities for the two different initial temperaturesTi evidences the diffusive critical slowing down.
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12~a!#. This fast heating period is due to the developmen
the HBL during DtH ~estimated in Appendix B to be
'2.5 s!. The bulk fluid is heated uniformly as shown by th
shift of the whole fringe pattern, the fringes remainin
straight.

Cooling towards the thermostat temperature proce
more slowly@see Fig. 12~b!#. For the sake of comparison, w
also report in Fig. 12~c! the HBL temperature as measure
f

s

by TH1, THW5TTH1 ~log-log plot!. Although the HBL is
always hotter than the bulk, it does not apparently interf
with the bulk uniform cooling ensured by the CBL.

Similar results are obtained atTc115.9 K and Tc
10.8 K but at this last temperature the bulk variation is s
nificantly smaller, making the analysis difficult. WhenTi
,Tc10.8 K, no temperature rise can be detectedby the
TH2 thermistor. Such a lowering of the temperature chan
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57 5675RELAXATION OF A SUPERCRITICAL FLUID AFTERA . . .
in the bulk is due to the divergence ofCv and to the increas
ing efficiency of the CBL: the fluids acts as a true therm
short circuit, as predicted in@13#.

V. QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON WITH THE 1D
MODEL

A. The bulk temperature behavior at Tc116.8 K

1. Characteristic length of the model

As discussed in Sec. II, knowledge ofL ~the characteristic
length! andP(t) ~the heating power evolution! is mandatory
for a comparison with experiments.

The smallest length scaleL51.5 mm @Eq. ~14!# corre-
sponds to a characteristic timetc ('3.5 s) similar to our
estimation ofDtH ('2.5 s). Furthermore,tc is larger than

FIG. 8. Schematic representation of the temporal sequence
pulse heating and of the subsequent thermal relaxation~micrograv-
ity!. This sequence illustrates the main features of the obse
phenomenon during the real time sequence of Fig. 7~see the text!.
l

the typical equilibration response time of the thermos
~'1 s, see Table II!, which validates the boundary conditio
of a perfectly thermostated wall@T(x5L)5Ti # as used in
the model.

The simulation atTc116.8 K as detailed in Appendix B
gives access to the total energy (Q58.1 mJ) sent in the fluid
by the heating thermistor. FromQ, an estimated time profile
for the heat fluxP(t) is proposed, under the form of a rap
rise to a maximum value during 0.6 s~corresponding to the
electrical supplying period added to the time response of
thermistor!, followed by a slower decrease~corresponding to
the heat losses period by leads!. The value of the maximum
and the slope of the decrease are fixed by two criteria:
total energy provided, and the fact that the maximum of
resulting bulk temperature must be located around 3 s after
the beginning of the heating.

The analytical results based on this heat flux are co
pared in the following to the bulk temperature relaxation

f a

ed

FIG. 9. Numerical simulation of the interference fringe patte
Effect of a 2D Gaussian distributed refractive index inhomogene
in a uniform refractive index medium~see@2#!. ~a! Value of the
central maximum amplitudedn/n51024, ~b! value dn/n50.5
31024. Notice the striking similarity of the fringe distorsion with
the interferometric pattern observed on Figs. 7~d! and 7~d8! within
the hot boundary layer@TH1HBL in Fig. 4~c!#.

FIG. 10. Experimental thicknessdHBL ~Expt.! of the hot bound-
ary layer@TH1HBL in Fig. 4~c!# vs time during heating and cooling
periods at two different equilibrium temperatures. Open circles:Ti

5Tc116.8 K; crosses:Ti5Tc1400 mK. Measurements are pe
formed after the end of the electrical excitation period~480 ms! of
the TH1 thermistor. The numerical simulation~Sim.! is based on a
purely diffusive process~see@27#!. Dashed line:Ti5Tc116.8 K;
solid line: Ti5Tc1400 mK.
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FIG. 11. Cold boundary layer formation during a continuous heat pulse@see the CBL region defined on the Fig. 4~c!#. ~a! t54 s after the
beginning of the pulse,~b! t56 s. The arrows note the fringe deformations close to the cell wall~thermostated at the initial equilibrium
temperatureTi5Tc116.8 K!, while the bulk fringes remain straight. Due to the continuous heating at the TH1 level and to the corr
continuous increase of the bulk temperature, this CBL appearance corresponds to a significant increase of the local density, here w
by a significant left bending of the fringes@see also Fig. 4~c!#.
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Tc116.8 K ~corrected att,60 s of 3 mK due to the ther
mistor self-heating!. From this analysis, first we will chec
our estimation ofL and, second, we will define the tim
evolution of the heat flux sent in the fluid.

2. Fits of the bulk temperature relaxation

After the end of the heat pulse, the bulk temperature p
gressively tends to behave like the impulse responseF(t),
whatever the time profile of the flux@13#. The data corre-
sponding to a time long enough after the end of the hea
can be fitted to Eq.~3!, or more explicitly to

DTb5A0expS t

tc
DerfcS t

tc
D 1/2

, ~20!

whereDTb is the bulk temperature rise as measured by TH
tc and A05(Q/m)/cv are adjustable parameters~Q is the
total energy sent at the hot wall!. Fits have been performe
in two different ranges, 5–60 s or 10–60 s. If 5 s is asuffi-
cient time delay, the result of the fit should be the same
both cases, the fluid having ‘‘forgotten’’ the time history
the heat flux. The range is limited to 60 s because this tim
the upper limit of the high rate measurements.

The result of these fits is summarized in Table III. T
amplitudesA0 and tc show a large discrepancy between t
ranges. This is due to the fact that for large enough value
t, DTb tends to behave likeA0Atc /t. Consequently, it be-
comes more and more difficult for a fitting algorithm to di
criminate between the relative influence ofA0 andtc , even if
the global fit is correct. This point is confirmed by the ca
culation of the productA0Atc for each fit, which leads to
similar results in both cases~the difference is less than 3%!.
In order to obtain more accuracy in the value oftc , we now
consider the estimate of the total energy sent into the fl
(Q58.1 mJ) and imposeA05(Q/m)/cv522.6 mK. The re-
sults of the fits withtc as the only free parameter gives on
one value,tc'4.3 s ~Table III!. This value compares wel
with the value inferred from Eq.~14! ~tc53.5 s with L
51.5 mm! and shows the relevance of the ratio fluid volum
to cold wall area for adapting the 1D model to the expe
ment.

Let us comment on the thermistor self-heating in the hi
rate measurement mode. In order to estimate the temper
-
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bias, some fits were made on the experimental data, base
the functionA1 /At where A1 is a free parameter.A1 was
calculated on experimental data ranging from 5 to 300
with different self-heating corrections applied between 5 a
60 s. The best fit corresponds to the expected value of 3
which independently confirms the manufacturer’s specifi
tions.

We consider now the valueL51.5 mm as set in the
model prediction and return toP(t). The data which are
concerned correspond mainly to the temperature rise at e
times@Fig. 12~a!#. According to Fig. 15, the two paramete
are DtH and the maximum power~at t50.6 s! with the 8.1
mJ value as a constraint for the integrated total energyQ.
The best fit is shown in Fig. 12~a!. It corresponds to a value
DtH53.8 s, comparable to but slightly larger than our pre
ous estimation~2.5 s!.

B. The HBL relaxation at TH1

1. Critical behavior of the HBL temperature

The following approach is based on Eq.~6!, where we
have focused our attention on the time dependence
THW(x50) for the intermediate rangeDtH,t,tD . For tem-
peratures nearer toTc than 1 K,tc,DtH . Using Eq.~6!, we
have determined that the late-time response ofDTHW5THW
2Ti tends to behave according to the following law:

DTHW~x50!5AAt. ~21!

The amplitudeA is proportional to the total energy sent
the fluid but does not depend on the time history of the h
flux. For the same total energy sent into the fluid at ea
temperatureTi , Eq. ~6! leads to

A}~Atc!/Cv, ~22!

which asymptotically vanishes as (Ti2Tc)
0.91 ~see Appendix

A!.
If the experimental data measured by TH1 are conside

starting from a sufficiently long time (.6 s) after the end of
the heating pulse, thet21/2 law is observed. As a conse
quence, we have chosen to perform the comparison betw
the experimental results and model results fort510 s after
the heating pulse beginning. The measured values have
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FIG. 12. Temperature relaxation (Tb2Ti) of the bulk fluid vs
time as measured by the TH2 thermistor~open circles! and as fitted
by our present model~solid lines!. Initial equilibrium fluid tempera-
ture Ti5Tc116.8 K. ~a! Linear plot during the first 5 s after the
beginning of the heat pulse; time power profileP(t) of the heat
pulse is given by the broken line~see Appendix B!; ~b! linear plot
during the period 5–60 s;~c! log-log plot for the whole time range
the temperature relaxation of the hot boundary layer measure
the TH1 thermistor is also reported~opened triangles!. The arrow
marks the typical time to restore complete density and tempera
equilibration.
normalized to the same value of the total energy~1 mJ! using
the calculated power delivered by the thermistor from
Joule effect~see Appendix B!. Moreover, to adapt the 3D
experiment to the model conditions, the temperature diff
encesTTH12Ti have been also divided by the area ratio fro
the cold wall to the hot wall~SCW/SHW>80, see Sec. II C!.
The comparison between these normalized experimental
uesDTTH1

n ~x50, t510 s, Q51 mJ, S5SCW!, and the cor-
responding calculated values from the model is made in F
13. Quantitative agreement is noticeable in regard to the
certainties attached to each estimation of these above q
tities. This is an experimental observation directly related
the expected critical shortening of the PE characteristic tim
Moreover, the exponent 0.91 associated withA assumes tha
the critical exponent associated withDT has its asymptotic
value of 0.67. This assumption is in default for the tempe
ture range of our measurements. Although the tempera
dependence ofDT is complicated to analyze in this temper
ture range, it can be approximated by an effective expon
value of 0.8 for most of pure fluids@28#. Then the effective
exponent of the temperature dependence ofA can be lowered
to a value of 0.8, which is closer to the apparent experim
tal slope in Fig. 13.

by

re

FIG. 13. Normalized hot wall temperatureDTTH1
n ~x50, t

510 s, Q51 mJ! as a function of (T2Tc) @see text and Eq.~21!#.
Filled circles: experiment from the TH1 measurements~see text!;
opened circles: 1D computation from the model. Notice that
normalized HBL experimental temperature is related to the am
tudeA of Eq. ~21! and decreases as (tc)

1/2/Cv asT approachesTc

@see Eq.~22!#, in agreement with the predicted critical asympto
behavior oftc @see Eqs.~5! and ~2!# andCv ~see text!.

TABLE III. Fitting results of the bulk temperature relaxatio
DTb measured by TH2 using Eq.~20! where A0 and tc are the
adjustable parameters. The values in parentheses have bee
posed in the fit~see text!.

Time interval
of the fit

~s!
A0

~mK!
tc

~s!

5–60 38.8 1.3
~22.6! 4.36

10–60 149 0.085
~22.6! 4.26
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2. Diffusive scaling of the HBL temperature relaxation

The form of the right member of the Eq.~6! suggests a
normalized scaling for the relaxation of the hot wall tempe
ture. Figure 14 shows a log-log plot of the relaxation of t
reduced HW temperatureDT* 5mcp@THW(t)2Ti #/Q versus
the reduced timet* 5t/tD for the different equilibrium tem-
peratures. Here,m is the mass of the whole fluid. All dat
collapse to a single curve with an initial power-law behav
(t* )21/2. Such a power law is found for diffusive process
taking place in semi-infinite media; for small values oft* ,
the HBL relaxation is not influenced by the finite dimensio
of the cell. We notice that whent* >1, DT* >1. This indi-
cates that, fort>tD , the energy initially transmitted into th
HBL has diffused into the bulk. This confirms again the d
fusive character of the HBL relaxation.

VI. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The dynamics of the piston effect after a heat pulse~heat-
ing and subsequent cooling! in the fluid is ruled both by the
diffusion time tD and by the PE timetc . Three distinctive
regions are directly observed in the sample. The first reg
is a hot boundary layer, centered on the heat source, w
shows large coupled density-temperature inhomogenei
This part is cooled mainly by a diffusive process whose te
perature relaxation is slowed down near the critical po
The second region is the bulk fluid, which is uniform
temperature and density. The presence of thermostated w
induces a weak cold boundary layer~the third region!, which
cools the bulk by the PE mechanism. Then, complete eq
bration in temperature and density of the fluid is governed
the diffusion time tD , which corresponds to the slowe
transport mechanism.

A proper design of an experimental cell has thus giv
access simultaneously to a direct observation of the wh
fluid sample and to precise quantitative measurements
the different time scales of the process. In particular, it w
necessary to obtain a good separation between the main
acteristic times of the experimental devic
(tR,cell ,Dtelec,DtH) and of the fluid sample (tc ,tD). This first
point was achieved by a proper choice of the cell materi

FIG. 14. Log-log plot ofDT* 5mcp@THW(t)2Ti #/Q vs the re-
duced timet* 5t/tD . NearTc , theory predicts an initial slope o
21/2 @see the text and Eqs.~6! and ~7!#. THW(t) is the relaxation
temperature of the hot boundary layer@TH1 HBL in Fig. 4~c!#
measured by the TH1 thermistor.
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and by the use of a small heating device immersed in
fluid instead of a global cell heating. On the other han
having a high area ratio between the inner heating thermi
and the outer isothermal cell wall proved to be a go
choice. Indeed, a large cold surface results in a relatively
bulk temperature relaxation, even far fromTc . The observa-
tion is thus made easier, in particular for the shift of t
interferometric pattern. At the same time, a small heat
surface, for the same heating power, results in a hig
boundary layer temperature, which is convenient to ma
measurements nearTc. Here the bulk fluid becomes a the
mal short circuit with no measurement available for the b
temperature modification due to thetc shortening and to the
CV increasing.

Note added in proof.A recently published paper@29# ana-
lyzed the density changes associated with the late stag
thermal equilibration near the critical point of SF6. The con-
clusion of Wilkinsonet al. is in agreement with those pre
sented here for the heat diffusion decaying mode in an
thermal container.
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APPENDIX A: DETAILS ON THE THEORETICAL
MODEL

As mentioned in the core of the text, the theoretical mo
proposed here is an extension to real fluids of the van
Waals model developed in@13#. As a consequence, only th
information necessary to understand this extension will
given here. The detailed procedure and calculation can
drawn from the analogy with the referenced paper.

A one-dimensional container is filled with a near-critic
fluid on the critical isochore, in the one-phase region. T
fluid, initially at thermal and mechanical equilibrium, is su
mitted to a heat fluxP(t) on the left wall of the container
(x50), while the right wall (x5L) is thermostated at the
initial temperature.

The model is based on the 1D unsteady compress
Navier-Stokes equations written for a Newtonian fluid.
what follows, the subscripti refers to the initial conditions
and PG to the perfect gas. An asterisk is used to indica
dimensionless variable.

The equations are made dimensionless by using the
lowing parameters~respectively denoting density, temper
ture, pressure, sound velocity, time, and space variables!:

r* 5
r

rc
, T* 5

T

Tc
, p* 5

p

rcrTc
, u* 5

u

Ag0PGrTc

,

t* 5
tAg0PGrTc

L S CvPG

Cv D 1/2

, x* 5
x

L
, ~A1!
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wherer is the specific gas constant~in J kg21 K21!.
The introduction ofACv in the expression of the time

variablet* enables the vanishing sound velocity to be tak
into account in the vicinity of the CP. In the same way as
@13#, a small parameter«* appears in the energy equation
in front of the heat diffusion term.«* is defined by

«* 5PrPG

taPG

tDPG
!1, ~A2!

with

taPG5
L

Ag0PGrTc

~ typical acoustic time for the PG!

~A3!

and

tDPG5
L2rcCpPG

lPG
~ typical diffusion time for the PG!.

~A4!

Instead of a van der Waals equation of state, a lineari
nondimensional equation of state is used here, written in
most general case:

p* 2pi* 5~T* 2Ti* !S ]p*

]T* D
r*

1~r* 2r i* !S ]p*

]r* D
T*

,

~A5!

where the pressurepi* and the partial derivatives are taken
(Ti* ,r i* ).

The initial and boundary conditions set on these equati
are

T* ~ t* 50,x* !5Ti* 511DT* ,

p* ~ t* 50,x* !5pi* ~11DT* ,1!5pi expt* ,

r* ~ t* 50,x* !5r i
* 51,

u* ~ t* 50,x* !50,

2
l

lPG
Tx* ~ t* ,x* 50!5w*

P~ t* !

Pmax
,

w* 5
PmaxL

SlPGTc
,

T* ~ t* ,x* 51!5Ti* 511DT* , ~A6!

wherepi expt* is obtained from the experimental pressure
each considered equilibrium temperature along the crit
isochore~see Table I!. Pmax/S is the maximum value reache
by the heat flux per unit area during its time evolution~S is
the surface area of the heated wall!. w* is usually very small
(w* !1).

The fact that the initial conditions are chosen near the
leads toDT* !1.

Using dimensionless equations allows then a clear an
sis of the relative orders of magnitude of the different co
n

,

d
e

s

t
al

P

y-
-

tributions. This is done by considering«* and DT* as in-
finitesimally small quantities, and solving the equatio
under the form of matched asymptotic expansions based
the limits «*→0 andDT*→0. The presence of«* in front
of the diffusive term in the equation of energy leads to t
introduction of two boundary layers near the extremities
the container. Three coupled linearized systems of equat
are thus obtained, for the HBL, the bulk, and the CBL. Wh
solved on the acoustic time scale, these systems lead to
response briefly described in introduction:~i! When the heat
flux is imposed on the wall, heat diffuses in a thin bounda
layer which expands strongly due to the high compressibi
~HBL!. ~ii ! This expansion drives a compression wave in
bulk, that propagates back and forth as it reflects on
boundaries.~iii ! During its repeated travels, the compressi
wave slowly raises the bulk temperature in a quasihomo
neous way.

After a certain time, the bulk temperature increases t
point where it becomes of the same order as the HBL te
perature, thus defining the PE time scale. To take this t
scale into account in the calculation, a new time variable
introduced into the system, defined as

t* 5«*
l

lPG
S CvPG

Cv D 3/2S ]r*

]r* D
T*

t* . ~A7!

This scale has been found by calculating, on the basi
the acoustic solutions, the necessary time for the bulk te
perature to become of the same order as the HBL temp
ture. Here, the critical speeding up is expressed by the
that t* /t* goes to zero like (DT* )1.6. The system is now
rewritten in terms ofr* , T* , p* , u* , x* , andt* . The same
matched asymptotic expansions procedure as above is
again, to obtain the PE time-scale solutions. The follow
points are found:~i! Near the heated wall, the fluid in th
HBL expands, and thus compresses the bulk fluid~homoge-
neous heating!. ~ii ! Near the thermostated wall, another lay
forms where the fluid is cooled~CBL!. This cooling pro-
vokes a contraction of the fluid, and thus an expansion of
bulk ~homogeneous cooling!. ~iii ! The bulk response is the
result of the competition between these two opposite effe

Thanks to the global Navier-Stokes approach, it is p
sible through these calculations to access the time and s
variations of any thermophysical parameter of this proble
In particular, the bulk temperature, the temperature at
heated wall, and the velocity at the edge of the HBL a
given in the core of the paper. The corresponding calcula
can easily be deduced from Ref.@13# and the above informa
tion.

APPENDIX B: MODELING THE HEAT PULSE

We have performed a numerical simulation of an ide
conduction problem assuming a finite spherical geometry
the thermistor unit. Here we report only the main results. T
central part of TH1 is assimilated to a heat source sph
(S1) of 0.2 mm diameter where electrical power is deliver
at constant voltageU. The electric power is calculated from
the characteristics given by THERMOMETRICS for the B3
thermobeads. The glass coating of the thermistor is
counted for by considering a second sphere (S2) of 0.9 mm
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outer diameter enclosingS1. BothS1 andS2 are considered
to be made of identical glass material having the same t
mal properties as commercial zirconia~Table II!. This mate-
rial modeling is close to the real thermistor as shown by
calculated thermal time constants: 63% of the maxim
temperature rise occurs in 79 ms~Table II!, a value close to
the 100 ms value given by the manufacturer. Moreover,
temperature increase due to the dissipated power on the
material during the high rate temperature measurements
mK, a value that agrees with the technical data provided
the supplier and the observations in Secs. IV and V.

In the simulation,S11S2 are located at the center of a
infinite fluid medium with spherical symmetry. The fluid
homogeneous in density (r5rc) and its characteristics ar
those along the critical isochore. Time discretization for n
merical calculations is 25 ms. The effect of the thermis
leads is not considered in this model.

It appears that the distance to the critical point is a k
parameter to describe the thermistor behavior. When
fluid is initially at Tc116.8 K, the temperature change at t
center ofS1 follows ~t in s, T in K!:

DT~ t !'Ti118.5t1/2. ~B1!

This temperature rise causes the thermistor resistanc
change accordingly. Aftert5480 ms, the total energy deve
oped in the core of the thermistor can be estimated toQelec
'14.4 mJ~whose 37% is due to the self-heating of the th
mistor! and the external surface temperature change onS2 is
close to 5 K. When using the thermal data of Table I,
energy needed to obtain a mean temperature increase o
is 6.3 mJ, which represents 46% ofQelec. This result shows
that a little more than half of the total energy can be dis
pated into the HBL surrounding the thermistor.

When the fluid is closer to the critical point~range@Tc
10.1 K2Tc11 K#), the temperature change in the center
S1 follows ~t in s, T in K!:

DT~ t !'Ti112t1/2. ~B2!

The energy is estimated to beQelec'7.4 mJ after a 480 ms
pulse ~26% is due to self-heating! and the corresponding
mean temperature change ofS11S2 is close to 2 K. The
energy stored in the thermistor is of the order of 3 mJ, i
the same percentage as at higher temperature althoug
total energy has been divided by approximately two~due to
the ratio valueRTH1(48 °C)/RTH1(32 °C)>1/2).

Let us note the small value of the total energy sent by
heat pulse, which makes the SCU temperature practic
unchanged~the temperature rise should be lower than 15mK
at Ti5Tc116.8 K if the total energy of 14.4 mJ were in
jected instantaneously in the SCU!. The external boundary
conditions of the fluid are then isothermal during tempe
ture relaxation.

The above model suffers from two defects.~i! It neglects
the heat losses through the lead wires.~ii ! It considers only
heat transfer into the HBL and neglects the energy tha
transferred into the bulk by the PE mechanism. This l
contribution remains small, due to the low yield of the P
~see Sec. II D!. In contrast, the self-heating of the thermist
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increases the heat losses through the lead wires. Althou
precise evaluation is difficult to make, an order of magnitu
can be estimated for the energy lost during the thermal t
response of the lead wire, i.e., 2 s. We consider the fluid
Tc116.8 K. We assume a linear temperature evolution fr
5 K, the above estimated temperature at the end of the e
trical pulse, to 1 K, an arbitrary choice~the corresponding
energy uncertainty is 0.5 mJ!; we assume also the temper
ture inhomogeneity along the wire axis to be linear with
spatial extension of 1 mm. We obtain then a value of 7 m
From the above analysis, it appears that the energy part~6.3
mJ! used to heat the external surface of the thermisto
comparable to the energy part lost through the lead wire

A schematic representation of the heat pulse partition
given in Fig. 15. The total heat energyQelec (514.4 mJ)
produced during theDtelec (5480 ms) period is separate
into two main contributionsQTH11QL (54.811.5 mJ) and
QSCF (58.1 mJ) at the estimated end of the heat pulse du
tion DtH ~DtH'Dtelec1tC,LW'2.5 s, see below!. QTH1 cor-
responds to the heat necessary to give the temperature e
tion (11 K) of the thermistor unit.QL is the energy part
directly lost by solid conduction through the lead wires.QSCF

is then thetrue total energy sent into the HBL and in th
bulk. We can estimate that, at least during the typical
sponse time (tC,LW) of the lead wires and of the SCU
(tC,SCU), i.e., approximatively 2 s, TH1 can still heat th
fluid. This is why the heat pulse durationDtH'Dtelec

1tC,LW'2.5 s lasts longer than the electric supplied pul
As a consequence, we obtain 3.24 mW as a mean value
the power energy. However, a schematic more realistic t
profile of the power energyP(t) is also reported on the Fig
15. It corresponds to properly considering the part of
thermistor time constanttC,TH1 ('100 ms) and the predomi
nant initial heating due to the thermistor self-heating mo
during the supplied periodDtelec ~see the main text for the
correct evaluation ofP(t) from the results obtained in mi
crogravity!.

FIG. 15. Partition of the energy~in the absence of convection!
delivered by the Joule effect during a 480 ms electrical supplying
the heating thermistor TH1~see text and Appendix B!. The fluid
equilibrium temperature isT5Tc116.8 K. P(t) is the schematic
time profile of the heat flux delivered into the critical fluid from th
external surface of the heating TH1 thermistor.
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